Zinc-Metalloproteinase Inhibitors: Evaluation of the Complex Role Played by the Zinc-Binding Group on Potency and Selectivity.
The most exploited strategy to develop potent zinc-metalloprotease inhibitors relies on a core zinc chelator and a peptidic or nonpeptidic scaffold that provides supplementary interactions for optimized potency and selectivity. Applied to matrix metalloproteases (MMPs) with highly conserved catalytic domains, this strategy failed to identify inhibitors with the desired selectivity profiles. To question the precise role of the zinc-binding group (ZBG), we have carried out a study on MMP-12 inhibitors with a common peptidic core but different ZBGs. We find that exchanging the ZBG modifies inhibitor positioning and affects its dynamics and selectivity. The binding properties of these compounds were compared through biochemical, structural, and calorimetric studies, showing a complex interplay between cooperative interactions and dynamics dictated by the ZBG. Improving selectivity will require expanding the ZBG repertoire within inhibitor libraries, since relying on a single ZBG significantly decreases our chance to identify effective inhibitors.